CALL IN THE LAW!
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WHERE WE GOT IT

Santa Maria
Atascadero
Nipomo
Del Monte
Guadalupe
Lompoc

THE LOW DOWN OF IT

There is a rumor that Bernard
Fred was figuring on starting a
new adventure. He was seen emerg­
ing from Eugene Churchill's
one of the city's finest cigar stores.
It is said that Fred Frigger is step­
ning out with a woman who is getting
married next month. He has been
hanging around the city for some time
and it is believed that he has
recently become interested in the
young lady.

SANCUS OSBLO, FEBRUARY 21, 1924

WHERE TO GO

San Luis Obispo is a fine place for
a weekend trip. There are many
to see and do, and the weather is
usually pleasant.

PROVEN FACTS

We would like to know whose big
truck was spotted last week end in
front of the Dorm about two o'clock
at night with a large stack of paper
in the back. We have heard that
Mrs. Mont three-quarters of an hour
to say thank you for the use of the
wheel of the car.

It happened this way. Buddy
brought a young lady from Paso
Robles to San Luis Obispo for an auto
ride and then made arrangements
for her to take the four-square
from the dormitory. She then
asked to take her to a third dance.
Buddy then took her home by
taking the lady home. Buddy says
the ball was over, and he only got
to kiss her three times.

Without Miller is a dignified little
fellow at school, but you ought to see
the way he fails for the little high
school vamps when they come into
the Randy shop. His brother, Earl, is
calling to be a regular slick; innoce­
trium and leaves great sights by the
hour, which obviously indicates
that pivotlilus condition called "in love."
Earl says it is perfectly thrilling the
way his girl leans backward in his
arms.

Aneis has reformed. He very sol­
domely says he won't make any more
and he hasn't been drunk for
seven weeks. We wonder whether
he is taking chemistry, chemi­
to say that he has decided to
pace in the dormitory. But there is
to be some of that kind. Earl will
read anywhere.

Ban is a quiet, bashful boy, but
we have good hopes for him. Off late
he has been sitting at the foot of
Annie, taking on great quantities of
of wisdom in the gentle art of vamp­
the women, and great develop­
ments are expected.

In our estimation, Johnnie Carroll
is the lowest of all, but still we are
proud of him. He is able to book a Lam­
boy. Walter was slow in remitting, so
Johannes swiped the book back again,
and right to the cap.

The bell rings at 8:20 a.m. and
we are in the classroom by 8:30.

The Poly High School is one of the
best in the state, and it is well
 equipped with modern appliances.
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The Polygram Staff Scandal

Several Manual Training High School students (Kansas City) took part in the Kansas City "Pollies" at the Polygram as editor of the "Polygram". It is reported that there were so many machines waiting to take the girls home, the school was shut down.

Can you imagine this? Some one in Los Angeles has set up a secret society for the protection of wild life in Southern California. And you think those scandalous surrounding towns?

SACRAMENTO—Highly respected a "Pollie" who knew what that means—"the Pollies" in some ways remains. According to rumor, more thrilling things went on behind the scenes than appeared on the stage! Oh boy! Hurry us to Sacramento!

Leave it to the girls, especially of these youngsters around school had the privilege of seeing them before they went to school. Why should she when that little problem of getting them into the Polygram was solved.

In this fashion, a certain little brunette took part in the Kansas City "Tollies". It was believed that the members of the staff expected to get their pleasure and satisfaction and bring them the news of the Polygram Staff.

And real adapt, this maiden is. A cherry takes her riding—whence! But she's just kidding him! Why?

Rae Mayhall and Alfred Young Two names with but a single meaning. But, beware!—Ah! if you would not have Leap Year's wedding bells ringing.

"Tell—W. please!"

"Hi Jinks." You know what that means?

"Still waters, sometimes, run very deep."

"Fat Hodges is a heart breaker bold, for now we have paid our revenge, so it seems."

We might reiterate this saying.
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A fellow's knocked coo-coo, when he has them, so we have been told, but I must break to you the truth, 'Tis at Pan's best she's working!

Les Oldham is a real smart guy; he takes part in the Kansas City "Tollies", but he has not much to say.

But then, in life hereafter, he'll know.
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Dorothy (trying to persuade Hubert to attend church): "You remember "knife"?"
Margaret: "Yes."
Dorothy (renewing the argument): "And if you show me the tenses of the verb 'to matter' Corbin, sick?"
Reid: "Is smoking a sin?"
Corbin: "No, it's just a bad habit."

"Four balls, I walk," responded the girl."
Lee: "Wow-wow-wow-wow!"
Prescott: "Who wrote it?"
Mr. Peteler: "And where do the bugs stay during the winter?"
Diefle: "Search me."
Mrs. Peteler: "No, dear; did you put your mind to it?"
Mr. Peteler: "Have you seen my socks?"
Mr. O’Donnell: "Prescott, can you give me the tenses of the verb 'to hear'?"
Dorie: "I never kiss a slender miss, but I do kiss a plump one."
Mr. Peteler: "Have you seen my socks?"

"He only hugs the shore."
Teacher: "How dirty you are this morning."

"Still working, Walter?" he was asked."
Lumley: "Walking unsteadily down the street, met Mr. Agosti."

Mr. O’Donnell (in English): "I want you to make a report on Franklin’s autobiography."

Don was heard to say: "I spent last evening with Mr. Persons."
Dorothy: "The one I tried to make Adam fall in love with was his fault he wanted to kiss her."

Hubert: "I spent last evening with the most beautiful woman in the world."
Belle: "Didn’t you get terribly lonely?"

Don: "There’s a certain question mv arm around you?*’
Hammond: "What did you say when Mrs. O’Donnell told you to stay away from me?"
Dietz: "I told her I’d get even."

Mr. Peteler: "I told her I’d get even."
SCANDAL ON THE FARM

Farmers may be slow, but not the men they farm with. King City has been found about the Angles hays, and you will find that the spirit of the things that they have been ac­
cusing of doing. For instance:

In Ko­

a great deal of scandalous things can be written. It is.

But it hasn't been at the mass ball at supper time. No, it has been in the dorm (sometimes) just be­

In a word, your boys. Where do you go, Don?

The mystery has only been solved by this solution: Two weeks ago, Sunday night, he was seen at the slow, or to make it more specific, the Eple Theatre with a girl who has bobbed hair and lives at the foot of Palm Drive. Anyway, this couple would have been noticed—

only the fact that this important for the people hid them to see (the picture). We are sup­

tract so much attention when you are over.

Poor Diefender! When he came home he was so perfect as they make him; he neither smoked, chewed, drank, nor swore and even went to Mon­

day School. But now, well—things have changed a little. But not long back, he came strutting in about wearing a blank expression and walking

especially when he is caught coming into the Dorm when he shouldn't have. According to the latter, this

knocked them. According to the latter, this

watch over him? He wasn't satisfied

with the old controversy between the Dar­

had been heard that the boys have been given a gentle hint several times by a man O'Hanef Pappas's dad, that it was time to go home. Ask him about it. Most likely he can give you more information on the subject than we can.

Then we can't forget Jeminie, one of the things that the seers rejoice in, and she will have to hand it to him for taking ad­

vantages at the time. Don't ask her to speak plainly. At least, that's the way she speaks when she's being consulted, especially when he is caught coming into the dorm and then making for the front left. During this critical moment, he was heard to say: "Well, it's a long story."

Still there is one thing that we did manage to learn. The hens at the farm have clucked together, but the chickens better than any other animal. What a wonderful world.

And we mustn't forget Pat Hodges, the Hercules of the hens. He is, in no way, to be mentioned in this paper. But don't think such a character, he is a little timid about mentioning her, is more likely to be reading with you that he can flirt with the girls here at Poly. Least of all when the situation is more intimate—better than we do.

OLD "A-WK" Bundy has had a few recent scandalous experiences. He has a number of blondes in Atascadero who are as pretty as a picture—depending upon your taste. Also he has quite a fair specimen—

that has been seen right here in town! And she has them all right at his elbow. And she is so young that he feels funny. But we won't discuss that any further. And from Pao Rolhan to Cantin and came right back to Pao, thinking he was on the right road. See how responsible he is when he gets a girl. So much for the "A-WK"!—

Then, there's Pete Tread. He has a girl in Atascadero, and he is sure

is a little timid about mentioning her, but has his girl like the rest of

we have to give him what he de­

serve.

Now, Jack Hammond never does anything around here except worry Mrs. Peteler nearly to death. Still, he knew that he was going to be cam­

be sure to look something as in the wig.

But, this beaks all. What do you think of our "younger generation"? There is no excuse for street corners. Some­

strutting around with a girl by the name of Henry, and before we know it, we may see

mystery has only been solved by this solution:

"tter late than never."

"No, they aren't guilty of marking

land; they should be, but we can't hold them to read this theory has been definitely dis­

the creature approached them they

murmurings, and other peculiar

truly in love? At times, he

the old controversy between the Dar­

and then isn't satisfied—wishing he could do better. Old these young shafts do bits.

Ttalking about Atascadero, ask Bill Tread if it is any better on the out­

of the Dorm—that is, through the

tions of not doing anything wrong—

under another topic. "-"-"

-1 10 1 I

"*-M-0-W!!

Can you imagine what is happening

in the hospital when it wasn't neces­sary.

That brings to light his partner, Prescott Reed. He also has a reputa­

for not doing anything wrong—

which anybody knows about. However, it has been heard that the boys have been given a gentle hint several times by a man O'Hanef Pappas's dad, that it was time to go home. Ask him about it. Most likely he can give you more information on the subject than we can.

Then we can't forget Jeminie, one of the things that the seers rejoice in, and she will have to hand it to him for taking ad­

vantages at the time. Don't ask her to speak plainly. At least, that's the way she speaks when she's being consulted, especially when he is caught coming into the dorm and then making for the front left. During this critical moment, he was heard to say: "Well, it's a long story."

Still there is one thing that we did manage to learn. The hens at the farm have clucked together, but the chickens better than any other animal. What a wonderful world.

And we mustn't forget Pat Hodges, the Hercules of the hens. He is, in no way, to be mentioned in this paper. But don't think such a character, he is a little timid about mentioning her, is more likely to be reading with you that he can flirt with the girls here at Poly. Least of all when the situation is more intimate—better than we do.
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